2018 Transforming Local
Government Conference
Case Study Application
Due: September 1, 2017
Email to Ryan Spillers at learning@transformgov.org

Or, Click here to Submit

Application Information
Case Study Title

KEEP CALM: Engage On...

Jurisdiction Name

Goodyear, AZ

Jurisdiction Population 78,189
Theme (select one)

_____ Thinking Like a Futurist
_____ Culture Club
_____ What about all this data?
✔

_____ Reinventing Local Government
_____ Community Networking

Rapid Fire Session?
Would you like the application to be considered for our Rapid Fire Session? (Rapid Fire presentations are fastpaced, entertaining, interactive presentations. Each jurisdiction will have five minutes to make their presentations
using 15 PPT slides set on auto-forward primarily containing photos/graphics. Participants will be seated at round
tables to facilitate an energetic idea exchange. A cash bar will be available.)
___ YES

___ NO

Project Leader (primary contact for application correspondence)
Name

Christina Plante

Title

Neighborhood Services Coordinator

Department

Intergovernmental Relations

Phone

623-882-7801

Email

christina.plante@goodyearaz.gov

Full mailing address,
including zip code

190 N. Litchfield Rd. Goodyear, AZ 85338

Twitter account

List additional presenters’ contact information below:

Christina Plante, neighborhood services coordinator, christina.plante@goodyearaz.gov
Sarna O’Brien, graphic designer, sarna.obrien@goodyearaz.gov

1.

Presentation title and description of the innovation. 100 word maximum

The objective of the Topics on the Move (TOM) van is to enrich civic engagement by making
participation more accessible to Goodyear residents. How? We are essentially “bringing the
meeting” to residents at times and locations convenient to them, and it’s available for every
department to use. This will help ensure more voices are heard by removing barriers and
opening the door of conversation for people who may otherwise be intimidated by or excluded
from traditional avenues of public process. TOM is also fun and innovative!

2.

When and how was the program, policy or initiative originally conceived in your
jurisdiction? 100 word maximum

The Goodyear TOM Van was inspired by a 2015 Next City article featuring St. Paul, MN
Pop-Up meeting. Pop-Up meeting was the brainchild of Amanda Lovelee, an “artist in
residence” at the city of St. Paul. Using this concept, the city spoke to over a thousand
people, most of whom had never before been to a city meeting, by hosting pop-up meetings
out of a van parked at busy intersections. The Goodyear neighborhood services coordinator
engaged our graphic designer to put our own spin on this unique engagement concept.

3.

How exactly is the program or policy innovative? How has your innovation changed
previous processes, products, or services? Explain how the program or initiative
substantially stretched or improved the boundaries of ordinary governmental
operations. 200 word maximum

Bringing meetings to the people is about making sure different voices are heard – not just “more.”
TOM is a supplement to traditional public meetings. The target audience is individuals who live, work or play in Goodyear. This
includes stakeholders who are uncomfortable with government, intimidated by the subject matter, unavailable during regularly
scheduled meeting times, restricted by childcare needs or other responsibilities or whoever just happens to be where TOM is!
One example of success: TOM helped resolve a complex rezoning issue. A developer was looking to rezone three
non-contiguous, vacant parcels of land. Neighboring residents were upset and had a different vision for the area. The Economic
Development and the Development Services directors deployed TOM, holding two informal chat sessions on one of the parcels,
answering questions and listening to feedback. They were able to explain allowable uses, and the need for the change.
Residents had the opportunity to voice their concerns. City staff was able to integrate some stipulations responsive to those
concerns prior to bringing the case to Council.

4.

What individuals or groups are considered the primary initiators of your program? How
does the innovation engage stakeholders or demonstrate high performance teaming?
Were strategic partnerships and/or community networks developed as a result of the
innovation? 200 word maximum

With director-level approval, any Goodyear department can reserve TOM to collect public
input where stakeholders are found. This includes, but isn’t limited to, stakeholders who are
uncomfortable with government, intimidated by the subject matter, unavailable during
regularly scheduled meeting times, restricted by childcare needs or other responsibilities or
who happen to be wherever TOM is for an event.
• Neighborhood Services manages reservations and ensures scheduled maintenance of the
vehicle occurs.
• Individual departments are responsible for designing, ordering and paying for any topic- or
department-specific swag items to be used as an incentive; however, generic Goodyear- or
TOM-branded swag items are stocked in the vehicle, courtesy of Neighborhood Services.
• Using branded templates, individual departments are responsible for drafting survey
questions, collecting/quantifying feedback, and providing any supporting documents and or
signage specific to their topic.
• Neighborhood services maintains a centralized tracker for total contacts.

5.

If a private consultant was used please describe their involvement, identify the
consultant and/or firm and provide contact information. 100 word maximum

N/A

6.

To what extent do you believe your program or policy initiative is potentially replicable
within other jurisdictions and why? To your knowledge, have any other jurisdictions or
organizations established programs or implemented policies modeled specifically on
this project? Please provide verification of the replication. 200 word maximum

Mark Twain wrote, “There is no such thing as a new idea. It is impossible. We simply take a lot of old
ideas and put them into a sort of mental kaleidoscope. We give them a turn and they make new and
curious combinations. We keep on turning and making new combinations indefinitely; but they are the
same old pieces of colored glass that have been in use through all the ages.”
We know this initiative is replicable within other jurisdictions because WE replicated it!
Here’s a link to the story that inspired our variation:
https://nextcity.org/daily/entry/st-paul-pop-up-city-hall-civic-participation
Residents complete surveys on clipboards in exchange for locally crafted popsicles at the “Pop-Up
meeting” that inspired our variation.
Rather than address the hurdles of proper food handling and risk swag falling casualty to our
all-too-frequent triple digit temps, we chose to reward participants with cardboard, TOM-shaped car
fresheners and we let residents write on TOM, if they want! He’s wrapped in special material that makes
him a giant dry erase board. (Yes, TOM has his own persona.)

7.

What were the costs? What were the savings? 100 word maximum

We chose to use an existing fleet vehicle that was rarely used; the city’s graphic artist designed the van’s colorful vinyl
wrap and complementary portable umbrella and bar set up. The cost to make TOM a reality was nominal, used existing
resources, and is a rather unique way to get people’s attention and start conversations.
Portable umbrella and bar: $700
Incentive items (TOM-shaped car fresheners): $1,993
Supplies (markers, erasers, clipboards, pens): $41
Wet erase van wrap + installation: $2,587
Total Start Up Budget: $5,321
Recurring costs: vehicle maintenance/fuel, in-house printing of collateral (surveys, fact sheets, etc.), restock incentives
and supplies.

8.

Please describe the most significant obstacle(s) encountered thus far by your program.
How have they been dealt with? Which ones remain? 200 word maximum

Seven months out of the year, our average high is over 80 degrees Fahrenheit! This presents its challenges, but we are looking
to go where the people are. We’ve dealt with the temperature challenge by:
• bringing our own shade and bottled water
• taking a break during the hottest months
Not all departments have experience getting feedback from residents. The idea of literally putting ourselves “out there” can be
intimidating or uncomfortable.
The concept was vetted with department directors, seeking specific examples of when and where they could foresee their team
deploying TOM. We kept that list, and when reservations slow, we reach out with deployment suggestions.
We also have our own departmental line up for the slowest of times. For example, demonstrations of the city’s mobile app and
an incentive for downloading.
Sometimes departments do not have the staff capacity for deployment. We have considered training resident volunteers; but,
really, it’s important to have the subject matter experts there to answer questions. We are working to bring visibility to ROI for
departments.
The more deployments we have, the more examples of positive experiences we have. We expect this to establish proof of
concept for skeptics and normalize seeking feedback proactively.

9.

What outcomes did this program or policy have? What baseline data did you collect?
How did you measure the change based on the intervention, and why do you believe in
the credibility of this assessment? 200 word maximum

Neighborhood Services measures engagement by tracking the number of deployments and total
contacts.
Since its debut in early 2017, TOM has been seen by more than a 6,000 people, with approximately
500 of those individuals having direct contact with city staff in the community.
TOM has been used by a number of city departments, including: Communications, Human Resources,
Parks and Recreation, Economic Development, Development Services and the Police to chat with:
• residents on topics ranging from rezoning or recreation programming and fees to city
communications.
• staff to collect input on the communication culture of Goodyear leadership.
Individual departments retain control over their data/findings. Neighborhood Services maintains a total
count and vehicle service records.

10.

Has the program received any press or other media coverage to date? If yes, please
list the sources and briefly describe relevant coverage. 100 word maximum

Goodyear was recently selected to present about the Topics on the Move (TOM) van at the
Arizona League of Cities and Towns pre-conference session, “From Conflict to Conversation:
Practical Skills for Better Public Dialogue.” As one of eight panelists speaking to
approximately 60 participants, we shared the idea behind TOM, its purpose, how it benefits
the city and residents in creating open dialogues, and how it was implemented in an
economical way. We provided real-life examples of how the van has been used, and
answered questions from the audience. Several Valley cities followed up afterwards to get
more information.

11.

Please provide any key references and their contact information who can be
interviewed/called to discuss the innovation and its impact. 100 word maximum

Christina Plante, neighborhood services coordinator, christina.plante@goodyearaz.gov
Sarna O’Brien, graphic designer, sarna.orbrien@goodyearaz.gov
Dawn Reid, management assistant, dawn.reid@goodyearaz.gov

12.

You’ve been to a lot of conferences. TLG should be a unique experience for everyone.
Describe how your case study presentation will be different than other conference
presentations. 200 word maximum
• How will you make the session creative and unique?
• How do you plan to be both entertaining and educational?
• Include a description of how your session will facilitate group activities and/or interaction.

Traditional opportunities for civic engagement can be intimidating, time consuming, and
characterized by a restricted conversation. Local government needs fresh ways to engage a
wider swath of residents in the civic process.
Imagine waiting for your son’s soccer game to start when a van pulls up. Your curiosity is
peaked when the door opens and someone starts to set up.
Coaxed over, someone starts a conversation about a city issue (zoning variance, satisfaction
findings, etc.) as they hand you a special marker and urge you to write your ideas, or
feedback directly on the van. (ENGAGEMENT)
You’re uneasy because you don’t feel knowledgeable about the subject matter, but they direct
you to a poster showing the potential impact of what’s being discussed, and invite you to ask
questions, helping you get the information you need to feel confident. (INFORMATION)
Handed a paper survey, you can maintain anonymity. You complete the survey and leave
your mark on the van by jotting out your most important point. (INFLUENCE)
Rewarded
with else
a cool
piece
of city
you
your seat feeling proud and valued,
13.
Anything
you
would
like swag,
to add?
200return
wordto
maximum
and full of hope that you can have a say in how your city takes shape. (RELATIONSHIP)
When few people turn out to provide input, the voice of the community defaults to few.

In an interactive session, we will challenge participants to consider how they currently engage
stakeholders and how that could be enhanced or enriched.
We will assert the value of stakeholder feedback and acknowledge the reasons behind
reluctance to solicit it and/or provide it.
We will challenge participants to conceive non-traditional, non-confrontational mechanisms for
proactively soliciting valuable stakeholder feedback in their communities.
We believe this includes versatile and adaptable tools, creativity, the use of lay terms, and an
informal space for engaging in community issues.
We will provide a case study of the Goodyear TOM van and other unique suggestions.

Click here to Submit

